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Abandoned
Post Apocolyptic Australia

Sydney , Australia, 24.02.2018, 16:27 Time

USPA NEWS -  Russell and Sarah are faced with what to do after they find out young Madison has an extraordinary condition.

Abandoned - Hide & Seek pt1 | Sci-Fi Action Web series - Pilot Episode

Abandoned is a new sci-fi action web series that will follow a small family who have survived an apocalyptic epidemic. Pursued by an
unknown force, they must work together to endure a hostile new world where trust is a luxury they cannot afford.

Filmed entirely in Australia, home of the legendary Mad Max, Hacksaw Ridge and Crocodile Dundee.

CAST
Lauren Birdsall
Zahlee Moore
Peter Walters
Nobuaki Shimamoto
Jerry Retford
Isabella Martin

Official Facebook page: www.facebook.com/Abandonedshow
Instagram: @abandonedshow
Category
Film & Animation
License
Standard YouTube License

Faced with enemies in all directions, Madison, Russell and Hiroshi must fight their way to survival. Abandoned - Growing Up | Sci-Fi
Action Web series - Pilot Episode Abandoned is a new sci-fi action web series that will follow a small family who have survived an
apocalyptic epidemic. Pursued by an unknown force, they must work together to endure a hostile new world where trust is a luxury
they cannot afford. Filmed entirely in Australia, home of the legendary Mad Max, Hacksaw Ridge and Crocodile Dundee. CAST
Isabella Martin Peter Walters Nobuaki Shimamoto Yoji Tatsuta Lauren Birdsall 

Meet Isabella Martin, who plays Madison in our newly released sci-fi action web series. We think she's a pretty kick-ass chicka. What
do you guys think? Abandoned | Sci-Fi Action Web series - Meet the Cast: Isabella Martin Abandoned is a new sci-fi action web series
that will follow a small family who have survived an apocalyptic epidemic. Pursued by an unknown force, they must work together to
endure a hostile new world where trust is a luxury they cannot afford. Filmed entirely in Australia, home of Mad Max, award-winning
Hacksaw Ridge and the legendary Crocodile Dundee.
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